Dear Author,

First of all, we would like to thank the authors for their comments. Participants were included in the study, once they have received two doses of BN162b2 vaccine. The digital survey, searched for side effects described by the participants after each dose. If an option of frequent side effects was not listed (i.e., headache, fever, etcetera), the option “others, please describe” as an empty box was provided. Not severe side effects were described among participants.

It is important to remark, that this population is a healthy military population; 80% of participants did not have any comorbidities. Nevertheless, there were participants who presented overweight but no other medical conditions. On the other hand, hospitalization was not required by any military personnel within this population with regard of side effects.

Furthermore, the digital survey was answered by participants between the 28-61 days after the first dose, and 7-40 days after the second dose, with a median of 14 days.

Finsterer et al1 included 19 participants, only 4 were reported with the BTN16b2 vaccine, side effects were presented 3 hours to 14 days after the first dose. Side effects related with vaccination, such as Bell paralysis and other immunological diseases have been described between 3-4 days after vaccination2,3.

With regard of cerebrovascular events produced by BTN162b2, Schultz et al4 estimated 0.11 cases of 100,000, so it is unlikely to find any CVE in our population, likewise, with the Acute Disseminated Encephalomyelitis (ADEM)5 considering that our participants consisted in healthy military personnel with a most predominant age between 21 to 59 years old.

Once again, we appreciate your comments and hope this letter answer your questions.
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